PROGRAM TRACKING
Program tracking is a module designed to handle programs where participants accumulate
points or dollars that can then be used to order merchandise. There may be many
participants in the program but they do not have to be set up as customers in Lakeshore.
There are two primary types of situations where this module works well:
•

Safety programs - Participants are workers in a factory or plant that earn points when
there are no accidents. They can use the points to purchase program merchandise
such as shirts or ice chests.

•

Departmental budgets - Departments are assigned a specific amount to be used to
purchase advertising specialties. That budget is entered as a positive dollar amount.
As orders are placed a negative entry is entered against the total.

You and/or the participant/department head can monitor the amount of points accumulated or
the amount of money left in the budget. You may issue points “checks” and send statements
showing activity in the program to the individual participants. There also activity reports for
management.
To set up a program, follow these steps:
1)

Assign a program number and enter program information.

2)

You may have multiple levels in the participant structure to give you better reporting
options. In the sample shown on the next few pages for a safety program at a
chemical company, two levels are set up----plants and individuals. Each level must be
set up individually.

3)

Points/Dollars can be posted individually or from a spreadsheet-type file supplied by the
company.

4)

Orders for merchandise can be entered from this module.
An entry will be made to
subtract points or dollars from the participants total.
You can also enter the order
into the system directly and make a manual entry to deduct the points/dollars and note
the order number.

5)

At any point, the participants details can be displayed or shown on a points statement.

Screen shots illustrating a safety program are shown on the next few pages.
If you want to use the program to track budgets, you would make an entry at the beginning of
the reporting period for the amount of budget allowed for each department. Then, as orders
are entered, dollars would be deducted from that amount. The amount remaining is the
amount the department would have left to spend on additional products.

Setting up the initial program

Establishing the first level

Entering the actual participant

Entering points detail

Entering an order and using points accumulated

Displaying accumulated points

